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(e movement accuracy monitoring of aerobics is mostly performed through three-dimensional reconstruction of aerobic
movements. (e feature extraction of aerobics is based on the optimal classification decision function, which extracts all the
features of aerobics and thus reduces the accuracy of aerobics monitoring. In order to extract the aerobic motion in the
background with higher accuracy, a new image-based monitoring method is proposed. First, the Kinect depth image acquisition
method is used to preprocess the image, and then Hog3D is used to extract aerobic movement features and analyze the extraction
results. (is new method solves the problem of video content classification in aerobics precision monitoring. (e Adaboost
method in probability statistics is used to identify the accuracy of aerobic motions.(is paper uses probability function to link the
postures of aerobics and forms an action sequence and its ergodic function to take the maximum value of an aerobic exercise. (e
accuracy of aerobics is monitored by using the method of level by level proportional example. (e experimental results show that
this method can effectively improve the accuracy of aerobic track monitoring, reduce the energy consumption of aerobic
movement accuracy monitoring, and has good use value.

1. Introduction

With the development of the modern society, the demand
for fitness is continuously growing among people. Sports
consumption is seen as a kind of new fashion. As a form of
aerobic exercise, calisthenic moves can effectively improve
body quality, cardiopulmonary function, and muscular
endurance and help the human body to achieve the optimal
state. Different from other aerobic exercises, calisthenic
exercise is exquisite and at the same time gives people the
enjoyment of art, therefore getting more and more attention
from people. Detecting the accuracy of calisthenic move-
ments will allow us to improve their effectiveness. However,
at present, most of the aerobic movement accuracy detection
methods are based on the selection of aerobic movement
characteristics by using the wavelet threshold denoising
method. First, the features are classified, and then the op-
timal aerobic movement characteristic parameters are se-
lected by using the supporting direction machine method so
as to detect the accuracy of aerobic movements. In this

method, it is difficult to overcome the fixed attenuation or
oscillation problem and also distinguish the aerobic
movements with high similarity. Also, this method has
strong repercussions in the industry. With the increasing
attention to calisthenics, the research on calisthenic
movement accuracy detection has gradually deepened,
producing fruitful results.

Liang [1] proposed a method for aerobic movement
monitoring based on body signals. In this method, sensor
nodes are installed on the human body, body aerobics signals
are collected, and then based on the coupled hidden Markov
model, bodybuilding movements are constructed. (e
random process model is used for data linking, and multiple
statistical analyses are carried out on the aerobic movement
based on the corresponding data link and the sensor node
information. (is method describes the characteristics of
aerobic exercise and maps the coordination of various parts
of the body in aerobics through the transmission between
different data links. Based on the probabilistic neural net-
work and the adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm, the
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motion characteristics of calisthenics are extracted, and the
motion accuracy of calisthenics is monitored by inertial
signals. Because in this method the sensor node needs to be
installed on the body, it affects the comfort of calisthenics,
and it is difficult to guarantee the effect of calisthenics. (e
monitoring method of aerobics movement accuracy pro-
posed in reference [2] combines the action recognition
method of RP ccall and RP cceach compression classification
with compressed sensing and sparse representation theory,
combines sensing signal compression with aerobics action
recognition, establishes a recognition model of aerobics
movement pattern based on sparse representation of
compressed data, and realizes it by using the distribution of
sparse coefficient. Aerobics action recognition is done so as
to realize the precision monitoring of aerobics. Because this
method pays too much attention to the identification and
ignores the monitoring of calisthenic movements, the ac-
curacy of calisthenic movement precision monitoring is not
high. In [3], Song and Wu proposed an aerobic movement
accuracy monitoring method. Based on distributed com-
pressed perception and joint sparse representation move-
ment identification method, the complex movement
identification problem with multiple sensors is transformed
into a linear regression problem with a bias toward math-
ematics to solve the problem by building a sparse description
model suitable for movement identification. (us, the
progress detection of calisthenic movements can be realized.
However, the monitoring process of this method is com-
plicated and thus time-consuming. For other literature,
please refer to [4–9].

In this paper, we propose a new method for aerobic
movement accuracy monitoring based on calisthenic motion
images.

2. Monitoring of Aerobics Movement Precision
Based on Image

2.1. Image-Based Aerobic Movement Feature Extraction.
Separating a specific action from the whole background is
key to extract the action characteristics of aerobics and then
to complete the detection of the action characteristics. In this
paper, the Kinect depth image preprocessing method is
adopted to extract aerobic movements from the background
through the depth dimension data of the depth image.

In the depth image sequence supplied by the depth data
stream, the set pixel represents the linear distance between
the coordinate (x, y) of the specific object and the closest part
of the lens plane of the depth data acquisition device to the
lens plane within the field of view of the depth data ac-
quisition device. (e depth image data stream obtained
using Kinect can reduce the amount of computation in the
preprocessing stage.

In order to improve the accuracy of calisthenic action
accuracy monitoring, the feature vector should have good
identification. In this paper, local regional features are
extracted by the Hog3D method, and the specific feature
extraction process is shown in Figure 1.

When the 3D gradient direction is expressed, the ex-
pression direction of the characteristic points of the aerobic

movement and its adjacent areas can be calculated from
different dimensions. (ere are N scales, in which σxy

represents the scale factor of space and σt represents the scale
factor of time, and the number of scale factors is expressed as
follows:

z � 
N−1

i�0


N−1

j�0
σ−2i

xy σ
−j
t . (1)

In order to speed up the operation of the average gra-
dient vector, the integral image is introduced.

A video sequence is set as follows: v(x, y, t), vδx, vδy, and
vδt, respectively. (e partial derivative of the video sequence
at x, y, and t and then vδx integral video is expressed as
follows:

ivδx(x, y, t) � 

x′≤x,y′≤y,t′≤t

vδx x′, y′, t′( .
(2)

Similarly, the integral video expressions of vδy and vδt are
obtained as follows:

ivδy(x, y, t) � 

x′≤x,y′≤y,t′≤t

vδy x′, y′, t′( ,

ivδt(x, y, t) � 

x′≤x,y′≤y,t′≤t

vδt x′, y′, t′( .
(3)

For any three-dimensional space, cuboid b � (x, y,

t, w, h, l)t, where (x, y, t)t represents the position of aerobic
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Figure 1: Extraction process of aerobic movement characteristics
by using the Hog3D method.
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action feature points; w stands for three-dimensional
emptiness, h is the height of the three-dimensional space;
and l stands for the length of the three-dimensional space.
(e average gradient is set as follows:

gb � gbδx, gbδy, gbδt 
T
, (4)

where gbδx, gbδy, andgbδt represent the width, height, and
length of the three-dimensional space, respectively, and the
average gradient is represented in degrees. gbδx is calculated
from the following formula:

gbδx � ivδx(x + w, y + h, t + l) − ivδx(x, y + h, t + l)

−ivδx(x + w, y, t + l) + ivδx(x, y, t + l)

− ivδx(x + w, y + h, t) − ivδx(x, y + h, t)

−ivδx(x + w, y, t) + ivδx(x, y, t.

(5)

Similarly, formula (5) can be used to calculate
gbδy andgbδt.

(e 2D aerobic image gradient direction is quantified,
and the histogram of the gradient direction is regarded as a
circle. (e circle is divided into N regions, and each straight
area is approximately described by multiple feature points.

Set gb to represent the average eigenvector of the
multidimensional space; the process of mapping gb to the
spatial region is represented by matrix multiplication. Set
P � (p1, p2, . . ., pn)T to represent the center position of n

faces, where pi � (xi, yi, ti)
T. If qb � qb−t is a mapping of gb,

then there is a relation:

qb � qb1, qb2, . . ., qbn( 
T

�
P · gb

gb

����
����2

. (6)

Type: qbi � ‖pi‖2 · cos∠(pigb) � ‖gb‖−1
2 · pT

i · gb, needs
to be done in the P projection vector threshold in order to
ensure the accuracy of the qb range, compare each center
below pi and pj, and get the threshold t � pT

i · pj. (e
vector after threshold quantization can be expressed as
qb � qb−t. When qb<0, the vector is assigned to 0, and the
projection gradient is obtained:

qb �
gb

����
����2 · qb

qb

����
����2

. (7)

Set the sampling point s � (xs, ys, ts, σs, τs)
T, where

(xs, ys, ts)
T represents the set of projected feature points, σs

represents the projected time gradient, and τs is the pro-
jection space gradient. (e description value ds at the
sampling point s is calculated by the characteristic region
rs � (xr, yr, tr, wr, hr, lr)

T. Formula (8) is used to calculate
the direction histogram to form a single aerobic action
feature vector ds � (d1, d2, . . ., dM2N)T:

hc � 
s3

i�1
qbi. (8)

(rough the above discussion, the aerobics movements
were extracted from the background, the images were
preprocessed by using the Kinect depth image acquisition

method, and then the aerobics movement features were
extracted by HOG3D. (e movement characteristics of
calisthenics are extracted by using Hog3D.

2.2. Image-Based Aerobic Movement Accuracy Analysis and
Monitoring. Calisthenic motion accuracy analysis and
monitoring can be converted into a video content classifi-
cation problem. (e sequence to be examined is matched
with a precalibrated reference sequence representing a
typical motion to make it robust to slight characteristic
changes in space and time scales.

In this paper, the Adaboost method in probability sta-
tistics is used to identify the aerobic movement accuracy. By
defining each pose as a state of the aerobic movement to be
tested and at the same time combining each state of the
aerobic movement with the probability formula, the joint
probability of each calisthenic action sequence is calculated,
and the maximum probability is the final classification
standard of the calisthenic action.

By one-to-one correspondence between the weak
classifier and the aerobic action features extracted in
Section 2.1, the prototype of the weak classifier is expressed
as follows:

hj(x) �
α1, fj(x)≤ θj,

α2, else,
 (9)

where x represents the window to be checked, hj(x) is a
function of volume eigenvalue, θ − j represents a trained
eigenvalue threshold, and α1 and α2 represent the decimals
in the [−1, 1] range, indicating the result of the classification.
In general, if the classification is correct, then |α1| � |α2| � 1.

After the identification and analysis of calisthenic mo-
tion images, the accuracy of calisthenic motion is monitored.
In this paper, the author chooses the method of layer by layer
equal ratio to monitor the precision of aerobics (e specific
process is described below.

Suppose that V represents the aerobics action video to be
inspected, and the size is W∗H∗ L, where W and H rep-
resent the width and height of the frame image and L
represents the number of frames. Set the size of the current
monitoring window as Winsize × Winsize × 40, and the
initial value of Winsize is 64 and the scale of serial port
amplification is 1.2. (e number of window magnification is
calculated by the following formula:

T � ⌊log 1.2
minW, H

64
⌋. (10)

When i � 1/T, the whole aerobic action video sequence
V is traversed through the detection window with the size of
Winsize × Winsize × 40 to calculate the number of Win-
dows to be detected:

num � (W − Winsize) ×(H − Winsize) ×(L − 40). (11)

(e current window is monitored by a classifier. If the
monitoring results are correct, the relevant parameters will
be output and marked in the video. Otherwise, continue
monitoring the next window. (en, some main parameters
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of the volume characteristics corresponding to the weak
classifier are updated.

(e weight of two cuboids in the volume feature is
expressed as follows:

w1′ �
w1

Winsize × Winsize
,

w2′ �
w2

Winsize × Winsize
,

(12)

where w1 and w2 represent the initial weight. (e coordi-
nates of the upper left corner of the first frame of the two
cuboids with volume characteristics are as follows:

x1′, y1′, t1′(  � scale × x1, scale × y1, t1( ,

x2′, y2′, t2′(  � scale × x2, scale × y2, t2( .
(13)

By multiplying the width and length of the two cuboids
with volume characteristics by scale, respectively, the image-
based aerobic movement accuracy analysis and monitoring
are completed.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

In order to prove the effectiveness of the image-based
aerobics movement accuracy monitoring method proposed
in this paper, taking Intel p42g processor as the hardware
environment and Matlab2008a as the platform, the com-
parison method is used to compare the aerobics movement
accuracy monitoring method proposed in this paper with
those in references [8] and [9], and the experiment is
completed.

Firstly, the target azimuth coordinates of the aerobic
movement were monitored according to three kinds of
aerobic movement accuracy monitoring methods, and the
comparative monitoring results are shown in Figures 2
and 3.

It can be found from Figures 2 and 3, themaximum error
of the proposed method does not exceed 1, indicating that
the prediction accuracy of the proposed method meets the
monitoring requirements of the aerobic movement accu-
racy. If there are not many missing frames, the track of
aerobic movements can be monitored.

(en, the aerobic movement accuracy monitoring ex-
periment was conducted and the accuracy of aerobic
movement track monitoring was compared with the pro-
posed method and reference [8–9]. (e comparison results
are shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the proposed method
has higher monitoring accuracy of calisthenic action tra-
jectory than the methods proposed in reference [8–9], in-
dicating that the proposed method can better improve the
accuracy of monitoring of calisthenic action accuracy.

Finally, the energy consumption of the three aerobic
movement accuracy monitoring methods is compared. (e
calculation method of energy consumption (unit: J) is as
follows:

Q � IVH, (14)

where I represents the operating current during precision
monitoring, V represents the supply voltage; and H stands
for the precision monitoring time. (e energy consumption
comparison results of the three methods are shown in
Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the proposed method
can effectively reduce the energy consumption of aerobic
movement progress monitoring. In Figure 5, the broken line
representing the energy consumption of the proposed
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method appears to be an approximately straight line, in-
dicating that the operating energy consumption of the
proposed method is more stable, thus indicating that the
proposed method is more stable in the accuracy monitoring
of aerobic movements. To sum up, the method proposed in
this paper can effectively improve the accuracy of calisthenic
movement accuracy monitoring, reduce the accuracy
monitoring error, decrease energy consumption, and has
good use value.

4. Conclusion

(e accuracy of calisthenic movement monitoring has a
great influence on the results of calisthenic training. (is
paper proposes an image-based accuracy monitoring
method for calisthenic movements. (e experimental results
show that the proposed method can effectively improve the
accuracy of calisthenic movement monitoring and play a
potential role in the development of calisthenics.
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